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A Guide
for Advocates
Navigating the
Medicare Debate
Welcome to NAVIGATOR – a project designed to better understand the American public’s views on issues of
the day and help advocates, elected officials, and other
interested parties understand the language, imagery and
messaging needed to make and win key policy arguments.
This edition features findings from a national online survey
of 1,113 registered voters conducted May 31-June 3, 2019.
113 additional interviews were conducted among political
independents with no partisan lean.

Every month, we pick a few topics for exploration. The topics
we select aren’t meant to cover every issue area facing the
progressive community, but rather to give actionable advice on
how to talk about key issue areas. We’ll be sharing our findings
throughout the month, and in this volume we focus on:
How are Americans feeling about the health care system,
and what do progressive proponents of expanded Medicare need to consider?
Two years after Republicans tried and failed to repeal
the Affordable Care Act, health care is still a key issue for
Americans. Democrats are more trusted than Republicans to
solve our health care woes, and the public strongly supports
protecting and expanding Medicare. But progressives must
deal with questions about what proposals like Medicare for
All really mean and explain how they will keep health care
costs down.
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Americans trust Democrats to handle their top
health care concerns.
Nearly two years after Republicans tried to repeal the Affordable Care Act, health care remains Americans’ number one issue (42% top
priority for federal government*), above jobs and economic growth (32%), immigration (30%), and a variety of other items.
Given its continued national importance, Navigator examined Americans’ top priorities for our health care system. The public wants
lawmakers to reduce health care costs and protect coverage for people with pre-existing conditions – and they trust Democrats more
than Republicans to do it.

Costs drive concerns.
Americans’ biggest priorities for our health care system center
around lowering costs – including out-of-pocket costs, premiums
and deductibles, and prescription drug costs – and guaranteeing
affordable coverage for people with pre-existing conditions.
As our leaders in Washington consider changes to our health
care system, which three items below do you think are the most
important priorities for your personal health care?
Reducing your out-of-pocket costs
58

47

30

11

Reducing your premium and deductible
54

47

29

16

Lowering the cost of your prescription drugs
47

36

45

17
Guaranteeing affordable coverage for people with pre-existing conditions
46

34

40
20

Improving the quality of your health care
36

37

31

Ensuring you can keep your current doctors

27

23
41

29

Ensuring you can get treatment quickly
22
Ensuring you can keep your current insurance coverage

Democrats are more trusted than Republicans on
health care generally, and on specific health care issues.
Since Navigator began tracking the question in April 2018,
Democrats in Congress have had an advantage on health
care over Republicans in Congress, ranging from 6% to 16%
(12% this month), and over President Trump, ranging from
12% to 20% (17% this month).
When it comes to Americans’ specific health care priorities, Democrats are again more trusted than Republicans. Democrats in
Congress have a 24-point advantage over Republicans in Congress
on protecting health care coverage for people with pre-existing
conditions (53% to 29%), an 18-point advantage on making health
care more affordable (51% to 33%), and a 12-point advantage on
improving the quality of health care (47% to 35%).
While Democrats are more trusted than Republicans to shape the
future of the nation’s health care, they do not escape blame for failing
to fix the status quo. In a forced-choice exercise involving the two
major parties, Americans place the blame for growing health care
costs equally between Democrats and Republicans, 38% to 38%.
Net advantage for trust on health care:
Democrats in Congress over Republicans in Congress

31

Democrats in Congress over Trump

22
Allowing people to stay on their parents insurance until age 26
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Protecting and expanding Medicare is very popular –
but the public lacks clarity about “Medicare for All.”
What’s in a name? With Medicare at the center of some progressive plans to expand health care, Navigator wanted to understand what
“Medicare for All” really means to Americans. While there is confusion and information gaps exist about specific programs, one thing
is clear: progressives should always start from a point of leveraging the popular Medicare brand regardless of whether they
support protecting Medicare, expanding Medicare, adding a public option to Medicare, or a universal Medicare system that
replaces private insurance. Medicare is an extremely popular brand, with 75% of Americans favorable, including 85% of Democrats, 68% of
Independents, and 67% of Republicans. Further, in April, Navigator found that Democrats have a 27-point trust advantage over Republicans
when it comes to protecting Medicare (53% trust Democrats in Congress, versus 26% who trust Republicans in Congress).

The simple ideas of protecting and expanding Medicare are more popular than any branded program.
The most popular Medicare ideas among the public are also
the simplest – the ideas of “protecting Medicare” and “expanding Medicare.” Both ideas are popular and have low negative
ratings. “Medicare for All” as a brand shows promise, as it’s
more popular than not (51% say it’s a good idea versus just 33%
saying it’s a bad idea), though, as noted below, there is also clear
confusion about the program. Proposals using more prescriptive
language (e.g., “buy-in” or “single-payer”) score less positively,
mostly due to a lack of knowledge as indicated by higher “don’t
know” ratings.
Please rate each of the following health care proposals.
Good idea

Don’t know

85

9

Expanding Medicare
61

18

Creating a “Medicare for All” program
51
Medicare for anyone who wants it
45

17

19

6
21
33
36

Creating a new “public option” program
41

40

19

Creating a single-payer health care system
38

34

Only one in five Americans are very confident they know what
“Medicare for All” would mean for our health care system (18%
very confident) or their personal health care (20% very confident).
When asked to characterize what “Medicare for All” means to them,
respondents are divided: 40% think “Medicare for All” would eliminate the private insurance market and require everyone to switch to
Medicare, while 60% think it would let anyone buy Medicare who
wants to, while allowing others to stay on their private insurance.
Perhaps most fascinating: Democrats are most likely to think
“Medicare for All” is a “buy-in” program, while Republicans are
much more likely to believe it will eliminate private insurance.
As far as you know, which better describes what “Medicare
for All” really is?

Bad idea

Protecting Medicare

Confusion: Medicare for... All who want it?

28

A health care plan that makes
everyone get rid of their current
private insurance and switch over
to Medicare.

A health care plan that lets
anyone buy Medicare instead of
their current private insurance,
if they want to.

Total
40

60

Democrats
27

73

Independents
41

59

Republicans
55

45

Creating a Medicare “buy-in” program
33
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And those different interpretations of “Medicare
for All” have dramatic consequences on the
program’s support.
When respondents are asked whether they support “Medicare for All” – described as a buy-in program – 73% support
it. However, when respondents are asked whether they would
support “Medicare for All” – described as eliminating private
health insurance – support drops significantly, with 47% saying
they support it. This illustrates how support for Medicare for All
is driven more by branding with the term “Medicare” than by
specific knowledge of the program.
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And if you knew that “Medicare for All” meant the following,
would you support or oppose it?
Support

Oppose

A “Medicare for All” program that would allow people to buy into
the Medicare program if you wanted, but people who have private
insurance could keep their existing insurance.
73

27

A “Medicare for All” program that would provide the Medicare program
to all Americans and eventually eliminate all private health insurance.
47

53

Progressives Cannot Let the Health Care Debate Get Lost in the FoxHole
Previous research by Navigator found that Republicans who watch Fox News were more than twice as likely as other Americans to
have heard about the Green New Deal. The finding provides a reminder of how aggressively the conservative media echo chamber
fixates on certain new progressive ideas – aiming to frame the conversation and harden opposition with their core audience before
progressive groups have the opportunity to communicate their position and make a case.
More than being a well-understood and concrete policy proposal, “Medicare for All” is a popular brand at risk of suffering a similar
fate. Republicans who watch Fox News are more likely to think Medicare for All will have a “very negative impact” on the quality of
their personal health care than liberal Democrats are to think it will have a “very positive impact” (41% of Fox News-watching Republicans, versus 27% of liberal Democrats). And nearly two-thirds of Republicans who watch Fox News (64%) believe Medicare for All is
a program that eliminates private insurance, compared to just 40% overall, showing how perceptions of Medicare for All are already
forming with this group.
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Americans see significant benefits to Medicare for All but
progressives must take health care cost fears seriously
and make their own cost reduction pitch to the public.
Americans want guaranteed coverage.

Concerns about Medicare for All center on costs.

Americans think the biggest benefit of “Medicare for All” is
the coverage guarantee – both in general and for people with
pre-existing conditions.

Americans are most concerned that “Medicare for All” will raise
taxes, cost too much, and increase the deficit. Given Americans’ top
health care concern is cost, progressives should take serious note of
and grapple with these cost concerns.

The following are items that could happen under a “Medicare
for All” program that some people find beneficial. Which
three items do you find most beneficial to you personally?

The following are items that could happen under a “Medicare for
All” program that some people find concerning for the United
States. Which three items do you find most concerning for the
United States?

It would guarantee I always have health coverage

It would raise taxes

It would guarantee coverage for pre-existing conditions
34
It would reduce my out-of-pocket costs
26
It would lower my health care costs
24
It would lower the cost of my prescription drugs
23
It would reduce my premium and deductible
22
It would improve the quality of my health care
16
Medicare for All would do none of these things
31

43

It would cost trillions of dollars
It would be slower, delaying tests and treatment
34
It would increase the federal deficit
31
It would worsen the quality of health care
27
It would eliminate private health insurance plans entirely
21
It would make people not want to become doctors anymore
12
It would make people switch their doctors
10
Medicare for All would do none of these things
18

48
43

Progressives must address cost concerns in any health care proposals they push forward.
Navigator asked Americans to identify in an open-ended question their biggest concerns about “Medicare for All.” Their responses
once again reinforce other warnings about costs. While the word “nothing” pops in Democrats’ responses, “cost”, “expensive”,
“pay”, “taxes”, and “money” are also visible. Among Republicans, the same cost-related words pop. These findings should remind
progressives to thoroughly address not just coverage but pervasive worries about costs.
In a few words, what, if anything, do you find concerning about “Medicare for All”?

Among Democrats
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Among Republicans
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About Navigator
In a world where the news cycle is the length of a tweet, our leaders often lack
the real-time public-sentiment analysis to shape the best approaches to talking
about the issues that matter the most. Navigator is designed to act as a consistent, flexible, responsive tool to inform policy debates by conducting research
and reliable guidance to inform allies, elected leaders, and the press. Navigator
is a project led by pollsters from Global Strategy Group and GBAO along
with an advisory committee, including: Andrea Purse, The Hub Project; Arkadi
Gerney, The Hub Project; Christina Reynolds, EMILY’s List; Delvone Michael,
Working Families; Felicia Wong, Roosevelt Institute; Mike Podhorzer, AFL-CIO;
Jesse Ferguson, progressive strategist; Navin Nayak, Center for American
Progress Action Fund; Ron Klain, Revolution; and Stephanie Valencia, Latino
Victory Project; Symone Sanders, progressive strategist; Melanie Newman,
Planned Parenthood.
To learn more about Navigator: http://navigatorresearch.org/

About the Study
Global Strategy Group conducted a public opinion survey among a sample
of 1,113 registered voters between May 31-June 3, 2019. 113 additional interviews were conducted among political independents with no partisan lean.
The survey was conducted online, recruiting respondents from multiple opt-in
online panel vendors. Respondents were verified against a voter file and
special care was taken to ensure the demographic composition of our sample
matched that of the national registered voter population across a variety of
demographic variables.

For press inquiries contact:

press@navigatorresearch.org

